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Abstract: It has been recently shown that a chiral molecule accelerates linearly along a
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eld, as a result of the parity-time symmetry breaking induced
in its QED self-interaction. In this work we extend that result to fundamental particles
which present EW self-interaction, in which case parity is violated by the EW interaction
itself. In particular, we demonstrate that, in a spatially uniform and adiabatically time-
varying magnetic eld, an unpolarized proton coupled to the leptonic vacuum acquires
a kinetic momentum antiparallel to the magnetic eld, whereas virtual leptons gain an
equivalent Casimir momentum in the opposite direction. That momentum is proportional
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eld and to the square of Fermi's constant. We prove that the kinetic
energy of the proton is a magnetic energy which constitutes a Doppler-shift correction to
its EW self-energy.
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1 Introduction
The vacuum state of any quantum eld theory contains eld uctuations whose energy is
commonly referred to as zero-point energy [1, 2]. Such an energy, which is conjectured to
form part of the cosmological constant [3], could have observable gravitational eects [4].
In addition, when quantum eld uctuations couple to material current uctuations, their
interaction energy is nite and can be detected through physical observables of the ma-
terial degrees of freedom. That is, for instance, through the forces between conducting
plates in the Casimir eect [5{7], the van-der-Waals forces between neutral polarizable
molecules [8, 9], or the Lamb-shift of neutral atoms [2, 10, 11]. Beyond QED, analogous
Casimir eects have been addressed in QCD and non-Abelian gauge theories [12{14], as
well as in braneworld scenarios [15].
On the other hand, homogeneity of space and translation invariance of the vacuum state
of any quantum eld theory imply that the net momentum of its vacuum eld uctuations
is identically zero. However, when quantum eld uctuations couple to material current
uctuations through a Hamiltonian which violates both parity (P) and time-reversal (T),
it is symmetry allowed for the eld uctuations to acquire a net virtual momentum. Con-
versely, in virtue of total momentum conservation, the material degrees of freedom gain a
kinetic momentum of equal strength in the opposite direction, which can be experimentally
accessible.
The existence of a virtual momentum of electromagnetic (EM) uctuations was rst
shown by Feigel in ref. [16] {see also refs. [17{20]. There, P and T symmetries appeared
broken by the magneto-optical activity of a chiral medium in a magnetic eld. Feigel
obtained a net momentum for the uctuations of the eective EM eld, which he referred
to as Casimir momentum for its analogy with the energy of the EM uctuations in the
Casimir eect. However, Feigel's semiclassical approach, based on the application of the
uctuation-dissipation theorem to an eective medium, contained unphysical divergences.
Later, the QED approach of ref. [21] revealed that a nite Casimir momentum is indeed
carried by the virtual photons which couple to a chiral molecule in the presence of a
magnetic eld. In contrast to Feigel's, the approach of ref. [21] was Hamiltonian, with P
being broken by the electrostatic potential generated by the chiral distribution of atoms
within the molecule, and T being broken by the Zeeman potential of the magnetic eld.
Further, it was shown that the kinetic energy of the molecule is a Doppler-shift correction
to the QED self-energy of a chromophoric electron within the molecule [22].
The main purpose of this article is to demonstrate that the Casimir momentum is not
an eect unique to photons interacting with chiral molecules, but a generic phenomenon
in nature. This is so because the electroweak (EW) interaction of fundamental particles
violates parity-symmetry by itself. This implies that any fundamental particle can be
accelerated along spatially uniform magnetic elds. In order to demonstrate these facts,
we compute the Casimir momentum of the virtual leptons which couple electroweakly to an
actual unpolarized proton in the presence of a magnetic eld. The underlying mechanism
through which the proton accelerates is analogous to that which explains the directionality
of beta emission in the decay of polarized nuclei [23], but for the fact that while leptons
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are actual particles in the latter case, they remain virtual in the former one. That is, in
the rst place chirality in the EW interaction implies an alignment between the spins and
the momenta of the hadrons and leptons which participate in the EW self-interaction of
the proton. On the other hand, the magnetic particles get partially polarized along the
magnetic eld, which breaks time-reversal. Hence, virtual leptons are emitted and absorbed
by the proton with dierent probabilities in the directions parallel and antiparallel to the
magnetic eld, resulting in a net transfer of momentum to the actual proton, as well as
to the virtual leptons, along the polarization axis. Ultimately, we aim at unraveling the
transfer of momentum and energy among the proton, the EW vacuum and the magnetic
eld. In this respect, we show that whereas the kinetic energy gained by the proton is a
Doppler-shift correction to its EW self-energy, which is provided by the source of magnetic
eld, its momentum is provided by virtual leptons.
The article is organized as follows. In section 2 we describe the fundamentals of our
approach and the Hamiltonians of the relevant interactions. In section 3.1 we compute the
lepton Casimir momentum as well as the velocity reached by a proton along an external
magnetic eld. The nature of the proton kinetic energy is explained in section 3.2. The
conclusions are summarized in section 4 together with some relevant comments.
2 Fundamentals of the approach
We adopt a time-dependent quantum perturbative approach, using the Hamiltonian for-
malism in Schrodinger's representation. Slowly time-varying quantities like momenta and
energies are evaluated in the adiabatic limit at zero temperature. As for the Hamilto-
nian, we use the Dirac Hamiltonian for free nucleons and leptons in an adiabatic magnetic
eld, a low-energy eective potential for their EW interaction, and a simplied conning
Hamiltonian to model the internal dynamics of the constituent quarks within the nucle-
ons. Therefore, while nucleons and leptons are described as low-energy quantum elds, the
quarks within the nucleons are treated as quantum mechanical states.
Let H = H0 + W be the total Hamiltonian of the system in a spatially uniform
magnetic eld B, where H0 =
P
H

D +H

mag +H
N
int is the nonperturbative Hamiltonian,
and W is the perturbative EW interaction. In H0, H

D is the Dirac Hamiltonian of free
particles of the kind , while Hmag accounts for their interaction with B. The particles are
fundamental leptons, electrons (e) and neutrinos (); and composite nucleons, protons (p)
and neutrons (n), made of up (u) and down (d) quarks. Regarding nucleons, the dynamics
of their internal and external degrees of freedom are considered decoupled. As for their
external dynamics, protons and neutrons are Dirac elds which may be considered the two
components of an isospin doublet of isospin I = 1=2, approximately equal masses, and
third isospin components I3 = 1=2, respectively. Hereafter we will label with a script
N all those operators which act upon the nucleon doublet. As for the internal dynamics,
we consider up and down quarks as constituent quarks with equal masses md  mu,
and treat them as quantum mechanical states. They are bound within the nucleons by
some eective strong conning potential which, together with their internal kinetic energy,
conform the internal nucleon Hamiltonian HNint. Lastly, W is the low-energy four-fermion
EW-Hamiltonian of interaction between nucleon and lepton elds.
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2.1 Dirac Hamiltonian with an adiabatic magnetic eld: Landau levels
As for the Dirac and magnetic Hamiltonians in H0, they read in natural units, ~ = c = 1,
HD =
Z
d3R 	( ij@j +m)	; (2.1)
Hmag =
Z
d3R	[ qj ~Aj   N
2
Sij ~Fij ]	; (2.2)
where i; j = 1; 2; 3 are spatial indices, and the script  denotes the kind of particle,
 = p; n; e; . 	 are Dirac spinors with charges q and masses m, and spatial derivatives
for nucleons are with respect to their center of mass, R. We consider that each nucleon
interacts with the magnetic eld as a whole [24], with p;nN=2 being their anomalous
magnetic moments, p;n=2 the anomaly factors, and N the nuclear magneton [25{27].
Sij = i[i; j ]=4 is proportional to the spin operators [28{30], ~Fij = @i ~Aj   @j ~Ai is the
electromagnetic tensor, and our gauge choice for the electromagnetic vector, ~A =  Byx^,
yields an external magnetic eld B along the z^-axis, which increases adiabatically from
0 to a nal value B0. Thus, H

mag evolves adiabatically with B until B = B0, and re-
mains constant from them on. Under these conditions, the eigenstates of H0(B) evolve in
time with B towards the corresponding eigenstates of the stationary Hamiltonian H0(B0),
with B considered a quasi-stationary parameter in H0(B) at any time. As explained in
appendix C, we will replace the time-dependence of the eigenstates of H0(B) with their
dependence on B, which will appear as a subscript. Lastly, the value of B is such that the
inequality eB  m2d is assumed throughout this article.
The eigenstates of HeD + H
e
mag(B) and H
p
D + H
p
mag(B), for electrons and protons re-
spectively, correspond to Landau levels. In our gauge, they are characterized by two
quantum numbers, principal number N = 0; 1; 2; ::: and spin number S = 1; and
by the continuous components of their canonical conjugate momenta along x^ and z^,
p and k for protons and electrons, respectively, jN ;S; p(k)ip;eB . Virtual electrons and
positrons are eld uctuations of the leptonic vacuum, j
liB, whose energies depend
only on N according to EeN =
p
m2e + k
2
z + 2N eB. In terms of creation operators for
positrons, beyN ;S , the positron eigenstates read jN ;S; kx; kzieB =
p
2EeN b
ey
N ;S(kx; kz)j
liB.
As for the actual proton, its state is at any time a linear combination of the two low-
est Landau levels with N = 0 and S = 1, j0; 1; pipB and j0; 1; pipB, with energies
Ep =
q
m2p + p
2
z + (1 1)eB  pNB=2, respectively. In terms of creation operators for
protons, apyN ;S , acting upon the hadronic vacuum j
hiB, the eigenstates of the actual proton
read j0;1; pipB =
q
2Epa
py
0;1(px; pz)j
hiB.
Neutron states of momentum p experience a Zeeman splitting which depends only on
the spin number S = 1, En = [(
q
m2n + p
2
x + p
2
y  nNB=2)2 + p2z]1=2. Finally, massless
neutrinos are free fermions of momentum q and energy Eq = q.
Expressions of the spinor eigenstates as well as of the fermion elds of all the species
are compiled in appendix A | cf. [26, 27, 31{34].
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2.2 Internal nucleon eective Hamiltonian, HNint
For the sake of simplicity we adopt the simplest eective quantum mechanical model to
describe the strong connement of quarks within the nucleons. In this model the three
quarks, up and down, are considered constituent quarks of equal masses, mu  md, whose
dynamics is nonrelativistic. They are bound together by a strong conning potential which
is modelled by a harmonic-oscillator potential, V Nconf. This is a simplication of the models
of refs. [35{38], from which we disregard higher order corrections associated to Coulomb
and hyperne interactions between quarks.
The relevant EW interaction in our calculations takes place within the nucleon at the
location ~r of an active quark, up for proton, down for neutron, while the remaining quarks
rest as spectators [see gure 1]. We denote the position vectors of the three constituent
quarks of the nucleon by ru, rd, and ~r ,where ru and rd refer to the up and down spectator
quarks, and ~r is the position vector of the active quark in the laboratory frame. Their
corresponding conjugate momenta are pu, pd, and ~p. The Jacobi position vectors and
corresponding conjugate momenta read [35],
R =
ru + rd + ~r
3
; r = rd   ru; r = ~r  ru + rd
2
;
p = pu + pd + ~p; p =
pd   pu
2
; p =
2~p  pu   pd
3
;
where R is the centre of mass of the nucleon and p its conjugate momentum. As for the
active quark, its position vector ~r reads, in terms of Jacobi's coordinates, ~r = R + 2r=3.
In the nonrelativistic limit, the total kinetic energy of the nucleon is, in terms of Jacobi's
momenta,
p2u + p
2
d + ~p
2
2md
+O(eB=md) =
p2=6 + p2 + 3p
2
=4
md
+O(eB=md); (2.3)
from which we identify the rst term on the right hand side with the kinetic energy of the
centre of mass, already accounted for in Hp;nD ; and the reminder, p
2
=md + 3p
2
=4md, with
the internal kinetic energy of the quarks within the internal nucleon Hamiltonian, HNint,
HNint = p
2
=md + 3p
2
=4md + V
N
conf(r; r); (2.4)
where V Nconf = md!
2(r2=4+r
2
=3) 3!=2 is the aforementioned harmonic-oscillator potential.
The terms of order eB=md in eq. (2.3) stem from the coupling of the conjugate momenta
to ~A, which are negligible at our order of approximation. Following refs. [36, 37, 39],
approximate values for the constituent quark mass md and the eective frequency ! are
md  340MeV and !  250MeV, respectively.
Owing to the approximate avor symmetry of HNint for md  mu, we will see that
the EW interaction does not aect the internal nucleon dynamics but for the recoil of the
active quark. At zero temperature, the internal nucleon state is the ground state of HNint,
j0inti, whose energy we set to zero. In Jacobian spatial coordinates, its wavefunction is
hr; rj0inti =
3
33=43=2
e 
2(r2=3+r
2
=4);  =
p
!md: (2.5)
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Excited states jminti, m  1, become rapidly relativistic with energies Emint = m!. It is of
note that, although V Nconf and j0inti are manifestly model-dependent, they set generically
an upper limit for the internal momenta of the constituent quarks at  md. Momentum
conservation at the vertex of interaction implies an equivalent cuto for the momentum of
the virtual leptons which interact with the active quark.
Finally, the initial state of the system is the ground state of H0, made of an unpolarized
proton at rest and the leptonic vacuum, at zero magnetic eld. Using the nomenclature of
the precedent section, it reads
j(0)i = ji0  j
li0 
 j0inti 
 [j0; 1; 0i+ j0; 1; 0i]p0=2Lm1=2p ; (2.6)
where L!1 is a normalization length and the subscript 0 stands for zero magnetic eld.
2.3 Eective four-fermion EW-interaction, W
On top of H0 the EW interaction, W , is perturbative. Since the upper limit for the
momenta of the virtual leptons in the process of gure 1 is of the order of md, thus much
less than the mass of W bosons, W is well described by the low-energy four-fermion
potential [28{30, 40{44],
W =
GFp
2
Z
d3R Jh (~r)J
l
(~r) + h.c.;  = 0; 1; 2; 3; (2.7)
where J l(~r) =
	e(~r)
(I  5)	(~r) and Jh (~r) = 	p(~r)(I  gA5)	n(~r)
are the leptonic and hadronic currents respectively, with gA ' 1:26 being the axial-vector
coecient and GF the Fermi constant. As mentioned earlier, the EW interaction takes
place within the nucleon at the location of the active quark, ~r, while the remaining quarks
rest as spectators [gure 1].
Chirality in W manifests in the coupling of left-handed particles to right-handed an-
tiparticles. In turn, that results in a net alignment between the spins and momenta of the
hadrons and the leptons which participate in the EW interaction. It explains, for instance,
the celebrated experiment of Wu et al. [23] on the beta decay of polarized Co60 nuclei,
where left-handed electrons are preferably emitted in the direction opposite to the spins of
the nuclei [42{44].
3 Lepton Casimir momentum and proton kinetic energy
In this section we compute the Casimir momentum of virtual leptons and explain the
nature of the kinetic energy gained by an actual proton under the action of an adiabatically
increasing magnetic eld.
3.1 Lepton Casimir momentum and proton velocity
We show by direct computation that the application of an adiabatically increasing magnetic
eld B on an initially unpolarised proton at rest, makes virtual leptons acquire a net linear
momentum parallel to B while the nucleon accelerates in the opposite direction. The
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Figure 1. (a) Diagrammatic representation of h(Ke+ + Q)(t)i at order W 2 considering the time
evolution of B. Time runs along the vertical. The magnetic eld increases from 0 at time 0 to
B0 at t0. Black circles depict vertex operators, W . Kinetic momentum operators of neutrinos
(dashed circle) and positrons (grey circle) apply at the observation time t & t0. (b) Diagrammatic
representation of hKe+ + QiB0 according to eqs. (3.1) and (3.3) in the adiabatic approximation.
The value of the magnetic eld remains constant at B0, and the asymptotic state in the far past is
jiB0 given in eq. (3.2).
quantity of our interest is thus h(Ke+ + Q)(t)i, where t is the time of observation and
Ke+ , Q are the kinetic momentum operators of positrons and neutrinos, respectively,
Q =
Z
d3r 	y(r)( ir)	(r)jneutrinos; Ke+ =
Z
d3r 	ye(r)( ir+ e ~A)	e(r)jpositrons:
The expressions for Ke+ and Q in terms of creation and annihilation operators of positrons,
b
e(y)
N ;S(kx; kz), and neutrinos, a
(y)
S (q), are derived in appendix B.2. The chirality of W along
with the magnetic eld B break the mirror symmetry with respect to the xy-plane. There-
fore, the only nonvanishing component of h(Ke+ + Q)(t)i may be that along B k z^. In
addition, translation invariance of H along the magnetic eld implies conservation of to-
tal momentum in that direction. Writing the kinetic momentum operator of the nucleon
doublet as
PN =
Z
d3r
h
	yn(r)( ir)	n(r)jneutrons + 	yp(r)( ir  e ~A)	p(r)jprotons
i
;
that implies z^  [PN + Ke+ + Q ; H] = 0, from which it holds that z^  hPN (t)i =  z^ 
h(Ke+ + Q)(t)i. Therefore, if the leptonic momentum presents a non-zero component
along B, we can be certain that the nucleon accelerates in the opposite direction. Whereas
the kinetic momentum of the actual nucleon, hPN (t)i, is the quantity that can be accessed
experimentally, the momentum of the virtual leptons, h(Ke+ + Q)(t)i, is what we can
compute. In order to do so, we apply the formalism of appendix C to the expectation
value of the leptonic momentum as the magnetic eld increases adiabatically from 0 to
its nal value B0 at time t0. Considering the observation time t greater than t0 and
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much shorter than the spin-relaxation time of the proton, it holds that h(Ke+ + Q)(t)i =
h(Ke+ + Q)(t0)i for t & t0. Using the nomenclature of appendix C and eq. (C.7), we can
write this quantity in the adiabatic approximation as
hKe+ + QiB0 = B0hj ~UyB0(t)(Ke+ + Q)~UB0(t) jiB0 ; t & t0; (3.1)
where jiB0 is the state of the system which evolves adiabatically from j(0)i towards its
corresponding eigenstate of H0(B0),
jiB0 = j
liB0 
 j0inti 

0; 1; 0+j0; 1; 0p
B0
=2L
q
Ep0 ; (3.2)
and ~UB0(t) is the time-propagator in the adiabatic limit given in eq. (C.4). We compute
eq. (3.1) at leading order in W , i.e., O(W 2). Its diagrammatic representation is that of
gure 1(b). There, an actual proton emits a virtual positron-neutrino pair in the presence
of an external magnetic eld B0. Applying the aforementioned symmetry considerations
to eq. (3.1), the Casimir momentum of leptons at time t & t0 is, at O(W 2),
hKe+ + QiB0 =
G2F
2
z^
Z
d3Rd3R0 B0hjJh (~r)J l(~r)
(Ke+ + Q)  z^
[H0(B0)  Ep0 ]2
J ly (~r
0)Jyh (~r
0)jiB0 ;
where ;  = 0; ::; 3; Ep0 = mp + NB0; and (3.3)
(Q + Ke+)  z^ =
Z
d3q
(2)3
qz
X
S=1
ayS (q)a

S(q)
+
Z
dkxdkz
(2)2
kz
X
S=1
X
N=0
beyN ;S(kx; kz)b
e
N ;S(kx; kz):
The leptonic and hadronic currents anking the energy denominator of eq. (3.3) give rise
to quadratic vacuum uctuations for leptons, and quadratic hadron uctuations upon the
proton state
0; 1; 0+j0; 1; 0p
B0
=2L
p
Ep0 . Explicit expressions of these uctuations are
written in appendix D.
In eq. (3.3),
P
H

mag in H0(B0) causes an eective orientation of the spin of each
magnetic particle along B0,  = e; n; p. On the other hand, the chiral potential W induces
an alignment between the spins of the particles and their momenta. Both eects together
result in a net alignment of the linear momenta of leptons and hadrons along B0 and, in
turn, in a nonvanishing value of hKe+ + QiB0 . Its nal expression reads
hKe+ + QiB0 ' Re
Z
dy dy0
Z
dpyd
3qdkxdkz
(2)6
ei(py+qy)(y y
0)(kz + qz) z^
1X
m=0
h~0intj~minti2

1X
N=0
G2F
q E2N ;mEeN
(
I0(p)I0(
0
p)(k  hSNe+i)

q (1 + 3g2A) +
q  p
mn
(gA   1)2

+ IN (e+)
 IN (0e+)

(k  hSpi)q (gA   1)2 + (q  hSpi)EeN (gA + 1)2

+ IN (e+)IN (
0
e+)
 I0(p)I0(0p)

(k  hSni) 2q (1 + 3g2A + 4gA) + (q  hSni)EeN (g2A   1)
)
; (3.4a)
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where hSNe+i =
eB0
2(EeN )2
IN (e+)IN (
0
e+); hSpi =
NB0
2mp
[I0(p)I0(
0
p) + I1(p)I1(
0
p)];
and hSni = jnjNB0
4mn
(3.4b)
are, respectively, the net spin density of any pair of consecutive positron Landau levels,
jN ; 1; kieB0 and jN + 1; 1; kieB0 ; the net spin density of the two lowest proton Landau
levels, j0; 1; 0ipB0 and j0; 1; 0i
p
B0
; and the net spin of any pair of neutron states with
equal momenta and dierent spin numbers, -1 and +1. Their equations are written in
appendix B.1. In eq. (3.4a), y and y0 are the coordinates of the center of mass of the
nucleon along y^; k is the canonical momentum of the virtual positrons; q is the momentum
of the virtual neutrinos; and p is the momentum of the intermediate neutron. With our
choice of gauge, conservation of momentum along the axis x^ and z^ holds at each vertex,
implying px;z =  (kx;z + qx;z). Concerning the energy denominators, for eB0  m2d,
EN ;m  (k2z + q2 + 2N eB0)2=2md + qzkz=md + q + EeN + mn   mp + m! is the energy
dierence between the initial and intermediate states. The derivation of the kinetic terms
is detailed in appendix E.1. The functions IN () = (eB0)1=4HN ()e 
2=2=1=4
p
2NN ! are
the charge distribution functions of the Landau levels, with HN the Hermite polynomial
of order N , (0)p =
p
eB0y
(0) for protons, and 
(0)
e+
=
p
eB0y
(0) + kx=
p
eB0 for positrons.
Finally, jh~0intj~mintij2 is the square of the form factor between the internal nucleon ground
state and the mth state,
h~0intj~minti = h0intje2i[r(k+q)+r
y
(
p
2N eB ky)]=3jminti:
For the nonrelativistic harmonic oscillator in eq. (2.4) the form factors posses a Gaussian
prole in momentum space which, in an eective manner, sets a cuto for the momentum
integrals at  md {see eq. (E.13).
As anticipated, eq. (3.4b) shows that the eective spin-polarization of protons,
positrons and neutrons is proportional to the magnetic eld. In addition, the alignment
of the momenta of virtual positrons and neutrinos with the spins reects in the pseudo-
scalar products of spins and momenta in the integrand of eq. (3.4a). As in Wu's experi-
ment [23, 42{44], that causes virtual positrons and neutrinos to be emitted and absorbed
with dierent probabilities in the directions parallel and antiparallel to B0. In our case,
in virtue of total momentum conservation along B0, that results in a net transfer of mo-
mentum to the actual proton. Passing the sums to continuum integrals and using the
nonrelativistic harmonic-oscillator model of Isgur & Karl for the internal eigenstates of the
nucleon [35{37], we arrive at
hKe+ + QiB0 
G2Fm
3
d
1604
h
(1 + 3g2A) 
4md
mn
(gA   1)2 + 2m
2
d
m2n
(10g2A + 3gA + 9)
i
eB0; (3.5a)
hvpiB0   1:5  10 15
eB0
mdmp
; in natural units with ~ = c = 1; (3.5b)
for the leptonic Casimir momentum and the proton velocity, respectively. It is of note that,
in analogy with the calculation of the Lamb-shift for the hydrogen atom, it is the inclusion
of retardation factors in the lepton elds, together with the internal wavefunction of the
nucleon, which renders the momentum integrals nite {cf. refs. [2, 10, 11] and appendix E.
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3.2 Proton kinetic energy, magnetic energy, and electroweak work
In the rst place, the kinetic energy of the proton, mphvpi2B0=2 = hPN i2B0=2mp, is a
Doppler-shift correction to its EW self-energy. The proof of this statement involves a
number of technical issues which are detailed in appendix F. There, hW iB0 is computed
integrating the variations of the EW self-energy, hW iB, from B = 0 to B = B0. It is
shown that hW iB contains a term
  hPN iB  hKe+ + QiB=mp; (3.6)
which is readily identiable with the energy associated to the dierential Doppler-shift
experienced by the virtual leptons emitted and absorbed by the proton in motion along B.
The integration of eq. (3.6) leads straightaway to hPN i2B0=2mp.
Next, the question arises of what is the source of this energy. It is immediate to prove
that (see appendix F)
hW iB
B
is part of

Hpmag + Hemag + H
n
mag
B

B
;
and hence, so are the variations of the kinetic energy
hPN i2B
2mpB
. Therefore we conclude
that, while the kinetic energy of the proton is a magnetic energy supplied by the source
of magnetic eld, its kinetic momentum along B is provided by the virtual leptons which
perform an electroweak work upon the proton. The magnetic eld does not perform any
work by itself. On physical grounds, the magnetic energy is spent in breaking the P and T
symmetries in the system, which in turn causes the asymmetry on the linear momentum
of the virtual leptons which propagate parallel and antiparallel to B:
4 Conclusions and discussion
We have shown that a single proton accelerates along an adiabatically increasing magnetic
eld, B, as a result of its EW self-interaction. Reciprocally, the virtual leptons which
participate in the interaction acquire a Casimir momentum in the opposite direction. At
leading order, that momentum is proportional to the magnetic eld and to the square of
Fermi's constant [eqs. (3.5a) and (3.5b)]. Regarding energetics, the proton kinetic energy is
a magnetic-induced Doppler-shift correction to its EW self-energy. It follows that, while the
kinetic momentum of the proton is transferred from the virtual leptons, its kinetic energy
is supplied by the source of the magnetic eld. We interpret that the magnetic energy is
spent in breaking the P and T symmetries of the system along B. In turn, that causes
an asymmetry on the variation of the momentum of the virtual leptons which propagate
parallel and antiparallel to B. The net reaction force of those leptons on the proton does
the electroweak work which accelerates it.
On physical grounds, our ndings in EW and those of ref. [21] in QED imply that,
generically, a magnetic particle accelerates linearly along a spatially uniform magnetic eld
if its interaction with the quantum vacuum uctuations is chiral. Reciprocally, the vacuum
uctuations gain a Casimir momentum. Ultimately, since the interaction of any material
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particle with the EW vacuum uctuations is chiral, it follows that, in the presence of a
magnetic eld, the EW Casimir momentum is a generic phenomenon in nature.
Regarding the approach, some comments are in order. The results of eqs. (3.5a)
and (3.5b) depend ultimately on the hadron model which determines the nucleon wave-
functions in eq. (3.4a) [35{39]. Thus, although our simplied harmonic oscillator model
is expected to yield the correct orders of magnitude on the estimates, corrections of order
unity are to be contemplated. Nonetheless, this makes the leptonic Casimir momentum a
suitable phenomenon to test hadron models at low energies [12, 13, 45{49]. For the values
of laboratory magnetic elds, our estimate for the proton speed results extremely small.
However, for the strong magnetic elds of magnetars, B  1014T [26, 27, 50], we obtain
vp  10 nm/s.
Concerning the physical interpretation of our ndings, the Casimir momentum is to
be attributed to virtual particles coupled to actual particles, and not to the quantum
vacuum itself. The latter interpretation seems to rest on the erroneous assumption that
the vacuum state and the state of the actual particles are disentangled {cf. ref. [22]. In
our case, the fact that the Casimir momentum is carried by virtual leptons, thus being
physically inaccessible, does not mean that the Casimir momentum is carried o by the
EW vacuum alone. Conversely, the fact that only the kinetic momentum of the actual
proton is physically accessible does not imply violation of momentum conservation. Hence,
it is the total momentum of the nucleon-EW-vacuum state considered as a whole which
remains null, in accordance with momentum conservation and global translation invariance
along B.
Finally, let us outline some perspectives for future work. It is plain from eqs. (3.4a)
and (3.4b) that the dependence of the Casimir momentum on B is due to the implicit
dependence of the particle spins on the magnetic eld. Thus, eq. (3.4a) suggests that,
at leading order in W , the maximum value of the Casimir momentum is achieved for a
fully-polarized proton with hSpi  1=2. We plan to apply the present formalism to the
calculation of the Casimir momentum and the acceleration of a proton as it gets spin-
polarized, either through spontaneous spin-relaxation [51, 52] or through nuclear magnetic
resonance [53, 54].
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A Spinor eigenstates of leptons and nucleons in a uniform magnetic eld
In this appendix we compile the equations for the spinor eigenstates of the Hamiltonian
HD +H

mag for electrons ( = e), protons ( = p) and neutrons ( = n) in the presence of
an external and uniform magnetic eld, B = Bz^, in the gauge ~A =  Bryx^. We make use
of the results within refs. [26, 27, 31{34], as well as the textbooks of Peskin & Schroeder
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and Itzykson & Zube [28{30]. We employ the chiral representation, with the Dirac matrices
given by
0 =
"
0  I
 I 0
#
; 5 =
"
I 0
0  I
#
; i =
"
0 i
 i 0
#
;
where I is the two-dimensional identity matrix and i is the ith Pauli matrix. In this
representation, 5 writes 5 = +i0123.
A.1 Electron and positron Landau levels
For electrons, the eigenstates of the Hamiltonian density operator, h^eD+h^
e
mag = 0[ ij@j 
eB ry1 + meI], j = 1; 2; 3, correspond to the spinors of Landau levels with positive and
negative energies, EeN =
p
m2e + k
2
z + 2N eB, where N is the principal quantum number,
N = 0; 1; 2; 3; :::, and kz is the momentum component along B. Both electron and positron
eigenstates are degenerate with respect to the spin number, S = 1, except for the ground
state N = 0 for which a unique solution exists with S =  1. Denoting e =
p
eB(ry   kxeB )
and e+ =
p
eB
 
ry +
kx
eB

, the spinor eigenstates for electrons read
U eN ;+=
266666666664
EeN+me+kzp
2(EeN+me)
IN 1(e)
 
q
N eB
EeN+me
IN (e)
  EeN+me kzp
2(EeN+me)
IN 1(e)
 
q
N eB
EeN+me
IN (e)
377777777775
; U eN ; =
266666666664
 
q
N eB
EeN+me
IN 1(e)
EeN+me kzp
2(EeN+me)
IN (e)
 
q
N eB
EeN+me
IN 1(e)
  EeN+me+kzp
2(EeN+me)
IN (e)
377777777775
; for S=1 respectively;
while those for positrons are
V eN ;+=
266666666664
EeN+me+kzp
2(EeN+me)
IN 1(e+)q
N eB
EeN+me
IN (e+)
EeN+me kzp
2(EeN+me)
IN 1(e+)
 
q
N eB
EeN+me
IN (e+)
377777777775
; V eN ; =
266666666664
q
N eB
EeN+me
IN 1(e+)
EeN+me kzp
2(EeN+me)
IN (e+)
 
q
N eB
EeN+me
IN 1(e+)
EeN+me+kzp
2(EeN+me)
IN (e+)
377777777775
; for S=1 respectively;
such that (h^eD+h^
e
mag)e
ikxrx+ikzrzU eN ; = E
e
N e
ikxrx+ikzrzU eN ;, (h^
e
D+h^
e
mag)e
 ikxrx ikzrzV eN ;
=  EeN e ikxrx ikzrzV eN ;. The functions IN (X) were dened in section 3.1 as IN (X) =
(eB)1=4HN (X)e X
2=2=1=4
p
2NN !, where HN is the Hermite polynomial of order N . In
terms of the above eigenstates, the Dirac eld of electrons reads, in Schrodinger's repre-
sentation,
	e(r) =
X
S=1
1X
N=0
Z
dkxdkz
(2)2
p
2EeN

aeN ;S(kx; kz) U
e
N ;S e
i(kxrx+kzrz)
+ beyN ;S(kx; kz) V
e
N ;S e
 i(kxrx+kzrz); (A.1)
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where a
e(y)
N ;S(kx; kz) and b
e(y)
N ;S(kx; kz) are the annihilation and creation (y) operators of elec-
trons and positrons, respectively, which satisfy the usual anticommutation relations,
faeN ;S(kx; kz); aeyN 0;S0(k0x; k0z)g = fbeN ;S(kx; kz); beyN 0;S0(k0x; k0z)g
= (2)2(kx   k0x)(kz   k0z)NN 0SS0 : (A.2)
Positron states appear as vacuum uctuations in the calculations of the Letter. In terms
of positron creation operators acting on the leptonic vacuum, their expression is
jN ;S; kx; kzieB =
p
2EeN b
ey
N ;S(kx; kz)j
liB:
A.2 Low-lying proton Landau levels
As for protons, we will restrict ourselves to the low-lying positive energy eigenstates of
the Hamiltonian operator h^pD + h^
p
mag = 0
 ij@j + eB ry1 + mpI + ipNB[2; 1]=4,
j = 1; 2; 3. These are, the positive energy spinors corresponding to the Landau levels
with kinetic momentum pz along B, jpzj 
p
eB  mp, principal number N = 0 and
spin numbers S = +1 and S =  1, with energies Ep+ ' mp + p2z=2mp   peB=4mp and
Ep  ' mp + p2z=2mp + peB=4mp + eB=mp, respectively,
Up0;+ ' i
q
Ep+I0(p)
26666664
1
0
 1
0
37777775 ; U
p
0;  '

1  eB
4m2p
q
Ep 
2666666664
 i
p
eBp
2mp
I1(p)
 I0(p)
 i
p
eBp
2mp
I1(p)
I0(p)
3777777775
;
for S = 1; respectively,
with p =
p
eB(ry +
px
eB ), such that (h^
p
D + h^
p
mag) ei(pxrx+pzrz)U
p
0; = E
p
ei(pxrx+pzrz)U
p
0;.
Creation and annihilation proton (and antiproton) operators follow anticommutation rela-
tions analogous to those in eq. (A.2),
fapN ;S(px; pz); apyN 0;S0(p0x; p0z)g = fbpN ;S(px; pz); bpyN 0;S0(p0x; p0z)g
= (2)2(px   p0x)(pz   p0z)NN 0SS0 ;
and the proton eld reads
	p(r) =
X
S=1
1X
N=0
Z
dpxdpz
(2)2
q
2EpN ;S

apN ;S(px; pz) U
p
N ;S e
i(pxrx+pzrz)
+ bpyN ;S(px; pz) V
p
N ;S e
 i(pxrx+pzrz);
where V pN ;S is the antiproton eigenstate and E
p
N ;S the proton energy of the Landau level
N with spin number S. Relevant to our calculations are only the expressions for Up0;+ and
Up0;  given above. In terms of proton creation operators acting on the hadronic vacuum,
j
hiB, the two minimum energy Landau levels in the state of an unpolarized proton with
transverse momentum p read
j0; 1; pipB =
q
2Ep+a
py
0;1(px; pz)j
hiB; j0; 1; pipB =
q
2Ep a
py
0; 1(px; pz)j
hiB:
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A.3 Nonrelativistic neutron states and massless neutrino states
Neutrons in the presence of a magnetic eld B experience Zeeman splitting as a result
of their anomalous magnetic moment. The eigenvalues of h^nD + h^
n
mag = 0
 ij@j +
mnI + inNB[2; 1]=4

, j = 1; 2; 3, for nonrelativistic neutrons of kinetic momen-
tum p  mn, and eB  m2n, depend on the quantum spin number, S = 1, as
EnS ' mn+p2=2mn+SjnjNB=2. In the nonrelativistic limit, at leading order in eB=m2n,
the neutron eigenstates are
UnS =
p
EnS
(1 + pz=2mn   SpzjgnjNB=4m2n)(px + ipy)
(S + 1)mn + px + ipy

266666664
(S+1)mn+Sjpx+ipy j2=2mn
px+ipy
S(1  pz=mn)
 S(1  pz=mn) (S+1)mn+Sjpx+ipy j
2=2mn
px+ipy
1
377777775
+
p
EnS
(1 + pz=2mn)(px + ipy)jgnjNB
2(S + 1)mn + px + ipy
266666664
0
pz=m
2
n
 (S + 1)1+pz=mnpx+ipy
0
377777775
; for S = 1;
such that (h^nD + h^
n
mag)e
iprUnS = E
n
Se
iprUnS . The neutron eld 	n(r) reads
	n(r) =
X
S=1
Z
d3p
(2)3
1p
2EnS

anS(p) U
n
p;S e
ipr + bnyS (p) V
n
p;S e
 ipr;
where V np;S is the antineutron eigenstate of spin S and momentum p, and the cre-
ation/annihilation operators satisfy the usual anticommutation relations,
fanS(p); anyS0 (p0)g = fbnS(p); bnyS0 (p0)g = (2)3(3)(p  p0)SS0 :
In terms of neutron creation operators acting on the hadronic vacuum, j
hiB, nonrelativis-
tic neutron states read jp;SinB =
p
2EnS a
ny
S (p)j
hiB.
Lastly, the eigenstates of neutrinos, which are ordinary free massless spinors, are
US =
q
(Eq + qz)=2
26666666664
S
p
E2q q2z
qx+iqy
S
p
Eq qzp
Eq+qz
qz Eq
qx+iqy
1
37777777775
; for S = 1; Eq = q:
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The neutrino eld 	(r) reads
	(r) =
X
S=1
Z
d3q
(2)3
1p
2Eq

aS(q) U

q;S e
iqr + byS (q) V

q;S e
 iqr;
where V q;S is the antineutrino eigenstate of spin S and momentum q, and the cre-
ation/annihilation operators satisfy the anticommutation relations,
faS(q); ayS0(q0)g = fbS(q); bnyS0 (q0)g = (2)3(3)(q  q0)SS0 :
In terms of neutrino creation operators acting on the leptonic vacuum, j
liB, neutrino
states read jq;SiB =
p
2Eq a
y
S (q)j
liB:
B Spin expectation values and lepton kinetic momentum operators
We use the expressions for the spinor eigenstates of the electroweak particles to compute the
spin expectation values which appear in eq. (3.4b) as well as the lepton kinetic operators,
Ke+ and Q .
B.1 Spin expectation values
Using the equations for the spinor eigenstates in appendix A, we write down the expressions
for the expectation values of the spin operators given in eq. (3.4b),
hSNe+i 
z^
2EeN
V eyN ;+S
e+
z V
e
N ;+ +
z^
2EeN 1
V eyN 1; S
e+
z V
e
N 1;  =
eB
2(EeN )2
IN (e+)IN (
0
e+);
hSpi  z^
2Ep+
Upy0;+S
p
z U
p
0;+ +
z^
2Ep 
Upy0; S
p
z U
p
0;  =
NB
2mp
[I0(p)I0(
0
p) + I1(p)I1(
0
p)];
hSni  z^
2En+
Uny+ S
n
z U
n
+ +
z^
2En 
Uny  S
n
z U
n
  =
jnjNB
4mn
;
where Se
+
z , S
p
z and Snz are the components of the spin operators along B, for positrons,
protons and neutrons, respectively.
B.2 Kinetic momentum operators of leptons
In this subsection we write down the expressions of the kinetic momentum operators of
positrons and neutrinos, Ke+ and Q , in terms of their creation and annihilation operators.
As for the neutrino momentum, it is,
Q =
Z
d3r 	y(r)( ir)	(r)jneutrinos =
Z
d3q
(2)3
q
X
S=1
ayS (q)a

S(q): (B.1)
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As for the kinetic momentum of positrons in a magnetic eld B, we make use of the
formulas developed in appendix A.1 in the gauge ~A =  Bryx^.
Ke+ =
Z
d3r 	ye(r)( ir+ e ~A)	e(r)jpositrons = z^
Z
dkxdkz
(2)2
kz
X
S=1
X
N=0
beyN ;Sb
e
N ;S
+
Z
dkxdkz
(2)2
kz
X
N=1
h
2
q
EeNE
e
N 1(E
e
N +me)(E
e
N 1 +me)
i 1npeB(N   1)
2
p
2
FN (eB)

h
(x^ + iy^)bey(N ;+)b
e
(N 1;+) + (x^  iy^)bey(N 1;+)be(N ;+)
i
+
p
eBN
2
p
2
[FN (eB)  4eB]

h
(x^ + iy^)bey(N ; )b
e
(N 1; ) + (x^  iy^)bey(N 1; )be(N ; )
i
 kzeB
h
(x^ + iy^)bey(N ;+)b
e
(N 1; )
+ (x^  iy^)bey(N 1; )be(N ;+)
io
; (B.2)
where FN (eB)  (EeN+me+kz)(EeN 1+me+kz)+(EeN+me kz)(EeN 1+me kz)+4N eB,
and the dependence of the creation and annihilation positron operators on kx and kz has
been omitted for brevity.
C Dynamical observables in the adiabatic limit
The fact that the external magnetic eld B which enters eq. (2.2) increases adiabatically
in time, makes it possible to apply the adiabatic theorem to the computation of the ex-
pectation value of any operator which evolves adiabatically with B. Let us consider that
B() increases slowly in time from 0 at  = 0 to B0 at some later time t0 > 0. The
expression for the expectation value of any given Schrodinger operator O of the system at
time t > 0 reads,
hO(t)i = h(0)jUy(t)O U(t)j(0)i; (C.1)
where j(0)i is the state of the system at  = 0 and U(t) = T exp [ i R t0 H d ] is the
time-propagator in Schrodinger's representation. In our perturbative approach, we will
expand U(t) in powers of W . In order to set this explicitly, we rather write
U(t) = U0(t) T exp

 i
Z t
0
d Uy0()WU0()

; (C.2)
where U0(t) = exp [ i
R t
0 H0 d ]. On the other hand, the adiabatic theorem implies that,
if the state of the system starts in an eigenstate of H at  = 0, B(0) = 0, it will evolve
towards the corresponding eigenstate of the Hamiltonian H at any latter time t at which
B(t) 6= 0 can be considered quasi-stationary. As we did in the main text of the article, we
will replace the time-dependence of states and operators on t with their dependence on B.
In particular, j(0)i = ji0  j
li0 
 j0inti 
 [j0; 1; 0i + j0; 1; 0i]p0=2Lm1=2p is the initial
state of the system, where we use the nomenclature of section 2.1 to denote the state of an
unpolarized proton at rest and the leptonic vacuum, at zero magnetic eld, with L ! 1
being a normalization length. The adiabatic theorem implies that, at a later time t, the
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components of this state will evolve towards their corresponding eigenstates of H(B) with
a quasi-stationary magnetic eld B. Using the nomenclature in section 2.1,
jiB = U(B)ji0 ' j
liB 
 j0inti 

0; 1; hPN i+j0; 1; hPN ipB=2LqEp0 : (C.3)
Note that, in order to keep the computation of hO(t)i at lowest order in W , jiB has
been approximated to U0(B)ji0 but for the shift hPN iB in the linear momentum that
the nucleon (N) acquires as a result of the action of W in eq. (C.2). This way, in our
approximation, jiB remains being an eigenstate of H0(B).
Next, the expectation value hO(t0)i = hOiB0 can be computed out of the integration
of the variations hOiB with respect to the adiabatic variations of the magnetic eld, B,
from B = 0 to B0. In order to compute those variations it is convenient to dene a new
time-evolution operator which takes account of the adiabatic evolution of the system upon
which the operator O applies. At leading order in W we dene
~UB(t)  ~U0B(t)  i
Z t
 1
d ~U0B(t  )W ~U0B()e ;  ! 0+; (C.4)
where ~U0B() = e iH0(B) , for B stationary. Using this denition we can write the adiabatic
variation hOi with respect to an adiabatic variation B, at certain value of the magnetic
eld B, as
hOiB =

0hj 
B

Uy(B)~UyB(t)

O ~UB(t)U(B)ji0
+ 0hjUy(B)~UyB(t)O

B

~UB(t)U(B)

ji0

B: (C.5)
Therefore, in the adiabatic limit, at time t0, eq. (C.1) reads
hO(t0)i =
Z B0
0
hOiB: (C.6)
It is worth noting that the formalism presented here is a generalisation of the so-called
Hellmann-Feynman-Pauli theorem which applies to the case that O = H0(B). That is, to
the computation of the energy of a system whose Hamiltonian depends on an adiabatic
parameter [55].
We nalize this section with some comments which are particularly relevant to our
calculations. In the rst place, we note that since jiB is a stationary state throughout
the adiabatic variation of B, eqs. (C.4) and (C.5) imply that hOiB can be computed
using stationary perturbation theory upon the time-independent Hamiltonian H0(B) +
W . Further, provided that the operator O is independent of the adiabatic parameter B,
hO(t0)i can be computed using stationary perturbation theory upon the time-independent
Hamiltonian H0(B0) +W . That is, if O=B = 0, it holds that, for t & t0,
hO(t)i = B0hj ~UyB0(t)O ~UB0(t) jiB0 ; t & t0: (C.7)
In fact, from eq. (C.4) it is plain that hO(t)i in eq. (C.7) does not depend explicitly on t.
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D Quadratic uctuations of leptonic and hadronic currents
The hadronic and leptonic currents anking the energy denominator of the inte-
grands in eq. (3.3) give rise to quadratic vacuum uctuations for the case of lep-
tons, and quadratic hadron uctuations upon the single proton state jpextiB0 0; 1; 0+j0; 1; 0p
B0
=2L
p
Ep0 . We write the equations of these uctuations as integrals
over the momenta of the virtual particles.
D.1 Leptonic vacuum uctuations
The equation for the leptonic current uctuations in the leptonic vacuum state, j
liB0 , is
B0h
ljJ l(r)J ly (r0)j
liB0 =
Z
d3q
(2)3
dk1dk3
(2)2
ei(r r
0)(q+k0)e i(r2 r
0
2)k2
2Eq2EeN

1X
N=0
X
s;r=1
Tr
n
V e
+
N ;s  [(I  5)]Ur Ur [(I  5)]V e
+
N ;s
o
=
Z
d3q
(2)3q
dkxdkz
(2)2
ei(r r
0)(q+k0)e i(r2 r
0
2)k2
n
I0(e+)
 I0(0e+)(1 + k3=Ee0)
h
q(200   g   03   30 + i03) + qi(0i + i0
+ i0i   i3   3i   gi3   ii3)
i
+ I0(e+)I0(
0
e+)(1  k3=Ee1)
h
q(200   g
+ 03 + 30   i03) + qi(0i + i0 + i0i + i3 + 3i + gi3 + ii3)
i
+
1X
N=1
IN (e+)IN (0e+)[k3eB0=(E
e
N )
3]
h
q(200   g + 03 + 30   i03) + qi(0i
+ i0 + i0i + i3 + 3i + gi3 + ii3)
i
+ 2IN (e+)IN (0e+)
h
q(200   g)
  (k3q=EeN )(03 + 30   i03) + qi(0i + i0 + i0i)  (k3qi=EeN )(i3
+ 3i + gi3 + ii3)
i
 
1X
N=1
p
2N eB0
EeN
[IN (e+)IN 1(0e+) + IN 1(e+)IN (
0
e+ ]

h
q(10 + 01 + i10) + q
i(1i + i1 + gi1 + i10)
i
+ i
1X
N=1
p
2N eB0
EeN
 [IN (e+)IN 1(0e+)  IN 1(e+)IN (0e+ ]
h
q(20 + 02 + i20) + q
i(2i + i2
+ gi2 + i20)
io
; (D.1)
where greek indices take the values 0; 1; 2; 3, whereas latin indices take 1; 2; 3. The index 0
corresponds to the time component, while 1; 2; 3 refer to the spatial cartesian components
x; y; z, respectively. In eq. (D.1) the factors proportional to eB0=(E
e
N )
2 result from the
approximation EeN =E
e
N+1 ' 1 eB0=(EeN )2. It is only the terms proportional to (1+k3=Ee0)
in the second and third rows that correspond to uctuations of positrons in the lowest
Landau level.
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D.2 Hadronic current uctuations
As for the hadronic current uctuations which enter eq. (3.3), the external proton state
is the stationary state jpextiB0 , and the current uctuations read, up to terms of order
eB0=m
2
p,
B0hpextjJh (r)Jhy (r0)jpextiB0
=
Z
d3p
(2)3
X
s;r=1
ei(r r
0)p
2L22Enr 2E
p
s
Trf Up0;s[(I  gA5)]Unr Unr [(I  gA5)]Up0;sg
=
Z
d3p
(2)3
ei(r r
0)p
4L2
n
4I0(r2)I0(r
0
2)
h
00 + g
2
A(00   g)
+
pi
2mn
[(1 + g2A)(0i + i0)  2gAi0i]
i
  eB0
2m2p
[I0(r2)I0(r
0
2) + I1(r2)I1(r
0
2)]

h
(1  g2A)g   2gA(30 + 03) + (1 + g2A)i03 +
pi
mn
[(1 + g2A)ii3   2gA(3i
+ i3 + i3g)]
i
+
eB0
2m2p
[I1(r2)I1(r
0
2)  I0(r2)I0(r02)]
h
(1 + g2A)[200   g +
pi
mn
(0i
+ i0)]  (1 + g2A)i03
i
 
p
eB0p
2mp
[I0(r2)I1(r
0
2) + I1(r2)I0(r
0
2)]
h
(1 + g2A)(20 + 02)
  2gAi02 + p
i
mn
[(1 + g2A)(2i + i2 + i2g) + 2gAii2]
i
+ 4i
p
eB0p
2mp
[I0(r2)I1(r
0
2)
+ I1(r2)I0(r
0
2)](1  g2A)(01   10) +
jgnjNB0
2m2p
I0(r2)I0(r
0
2)
h
(1 + gA)
2(200   03
  30)  2gA(1 + gA)(g + i03) + p3
2mn
[(1  g2A)g + (1 + 3g2A)i03 + 4gA(200
+ 03 + 30   g)] + p1
2mn
[(g2A   1)(20   02   i01) + (1 + gA)2(01
+ 10 + i01)] +
p2
2mn
[(g2A   1)(10   01   i02) + (1 + gA)2(02 + 20
+ i02)]
io
: (D.2)
E Kinetic energy terms in EN ;m and form factors
In this appendix we derive the kinetic terms which enter the factor EN ;m in the denominator
of the integrand of eq. (3.4a), as well as the form factors h~0intj~minti which appear in that
equation.
E.1 Kinetic energy terms in EN ;m
We follow an approach analogous to that in chapter 3 of ref. [2], P.W. Milonni, and refer-
ences therein, which is applied there to the computation of the Lamb-shift. Let us consider
the integrand of eq. (3.3), and let us evaluate the energy denominator there for certain
intermediate state of positrons, neutrinos and neutrons jIe;;niB0 = jN ;Se+ ; kx; kzieB0 

jq;Si 
 jminti 
 jp;SinB0 ,
B0hIe;;nj[HNint+HnD+HeD+HD Ep0 ]jIe;;niB0 = hmintjHNintjminti+EnS+EeN+Eq Ep0 ; (E.1)
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where the expressions for hmintjHNintjminti, EnS , EeN , Eq and Ep0 are given in section 2. Let us
substitute the expression in eq. (E.1) into the integrand of eq. (3.4a), including the spatial
wavefunction of the N th positron Landau level, e ~2e+=2HN (~e+), and the integrals over the
coordinates x, z, px and pz of the nucleon center of mass,Z
dxdzdpxdpz
(2)2
h0intjei~r(p+k+q) iky~rye 
~2
e+
=2HN (~e+)
1
EeN+Eq + E
n
S(p) Ep0+HNint(p; p)
 jmintiz^  (k + q)hmintj
1
EeN + Eq + E
n
S(p)  Ep0 +HNint(p; p)
ei~r
0(p+k+q) iky~r0ye 
~
02
e+
=2
HN (~0e+)j0inti; (E.2)
where ~e+ =
p
eB~ry + kx=
p
eB, and we have rewritten the coordinate of the active quark
in terms of the nucleon center of mass R and the Jacobi coordinate r, ~r = R + (2=3)r,
and the internal nucleon Hamiltonian of eq. (2.4) as an explicit function of p and p.
The retardation exponential factors anking the denominator come from the hadronic
and leptonic currents on either side of the integrand in eq. (3.3). Bearing in mind that
the relevant contribution of positrons to eq. (3.4a) comes from relativistic positrons, the
following approximation can be used for Landau levels with N  1,
e 
~2
e+
=2HN (~e+) ' e 
2
e+
=2HN (e+) cos (2r
y

p
2N eB=3):
Substituting the above expression into eq. (E.2), we arrive atZ
dxdzdpxdpz
(2)2
h0intjeiR(p+k+q) ikyRyei(2=3)[r(k+q) kyr
y
]e 
2
e+
=2HN (e+)
 cos (2ry
p
2N eB=3) 1
EeN + Eq + E
n
S(p)  Ep0 +HNint(p; p)
jmintiz^  (k + q)hmintj
 1
EeN + Eq + E
n
S(p)  Ep0 +HNint(p; p)
e 
02
e+
=2HN (0e+) cos

2ry
p
2N eB=3

 e iR0(p+k+q)+ikyR0ye i(2=3)[r(k+q) kyry]j0inti: (E.3)
The integration in x and z yields the deltas of momentum conservation (2)2(px + kx +
qx)(pz + kz + qz). Further, integration in momentum coordinates leads to the following
eective replacement in the denominator of eq. (E.3),
EnS(px; py; pz)! EnS( kx   qx; py; kz   qz): (E.4)
Next, we apply the canonical commutation relations, [ri; p
j
] = iij , to move the r
y
-
dependent exponentials to the middle of eq. (E.3). Making use of the relationship
h0intjei(2=3)[r(k+q)+r
y
(
p
2N eBry ky)] 1
EeN + Eq + E
n
S   Ep0 +HNint(p; p)
jminti
=
1
EeN + Eq + E
n
S   Ep0 + hmintjHNint[p; p   2[k + q + y^(
p
2N eBry   ky)]=3]jminti
 hmintjei(2=3)[r(k+q)+r
y
(
p
2N eBry ky)]j0inti; (E.5)
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and the replacement in eq. (E.4), the energy denominators of eq. (E.3) read, for a nonrel-
ativistic neutron,
ESn ( xx   qx; py; kz   qz) + hmintjHNint[p; p   2[k + q + y^(
p
2N eBry   ky)]=3]jminti
+ EeN + Eq   Ep0 = hmintj
h jk + q + (p2N eB   ky)y^j2
2md
  p
md
 [(
p
2N eB   ky)y^
+ k + q] + V Nconf
i
jminti+ EeN + Eq   (Sgn + 1)NB + (mn  mp) +
p2y
2mn
: (E.6)
where we have replaced HNint with its expression in eq. (2.4). Further, we observe in
eq. (3.4a) that all the nonvanishing integrals in y and y0 yield factors of the formZ 1
 1
I0;1(y)IN (e+)eiy(py+qy)dy / e [k
2
x+(py+qy)
2]=2eB;
which suppress exponentially the remaining integrands on kx, py and qy, for jkxj >
p
eB and
jpy + qyj >
p
eB. In particular, for eB  m2d;m2n, this implies that the terms proportional
to kx=md are negligible and that we can replace p
2
y=2mn ! q2y=2mn at the same order of
approximation in eq. (E.6). In addition, the terms p  [k + q + (
p
2N eB   ky)y^]=md
are Doppler shift terms which are negligible in the nonrelativistic limit, and so are the
spin-dependent magnetic terms. As a result, the energy denominators of eq. (E.5) can be
approximated by
EN ;m ' EeN+Eq+mn mp+(k2z+q2+2N eB)=2md+qzkz=md+m!qy
p
2N eB=md: (E.7)
As a function of EN ;m, eq. (E.5) can be written as"
h0intjei(2=3)[r(k+q)+r
y
(
p
2N eB ky)]jminti
E+N ;m
+
h0intjei(2=3)[r(k+q)+r
y
( 
p
2N eB ky)]jminti
E N ;m
#
 e 2e+=2HN (e+)
ei(py+qy)(y y0)(k + q)  z^
4
e 
02
e+
=2HN (0e+) (E.8)

"
hmintje i(2=3)[r(k+q)+r
y
(
p
2N eB ky)]j0inti
E+N ;m
+
hmintje i(2=3)[r(k+q)+r
y
( 
p
2N eB ky)]j0inti
E N ;m
#
:
In this equation we identify the form factors between the wavefunctions of the internal
nucleon states 0 and m,
h0intjei(2=3)[r(k+q)+r
y
(
p
2N eB ky)]jminti; (E.9)
which have been denoted by h~0intj~minti in eq. (3.4a) of section 3.1. Finally, approximating
E+N ;m ' E N ;m ' EN ;m = EeN + Eq +mn  mp + (k2z + q2 + 2N eB)=2md + qzkz=md +m!,
eq. (E.5) reads
ei(py+qy)(y y
0)e (
2
e+
+
02
e+
)=2HN (e+)HN (0e+)
h~0intj~minti2kz + qzE2N ;m ; (E.10)
as it appears in eq. (3.4a).
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E.2 Form factors h~0intj~minti
Regarding the form factors of the internal states and the contributions of these states to
the energy denominator EN ;m, we rst note that the r-dependent and r-dependent parts
of the Hamiltonian HNint in eq. (2.4) are isotropic harmonic oscillators of frequency ! and
eective masses 2md=3 and md=2, respectively. As for the sum over internal nucleon states
in eq. (3.4a), the states jminti are composed of the tensor product of the ground state of
the oscillator in r, and all the states of the oscillator in r. As for the wavefunction of the
non-degenerate ground state, it reads
'0int(r; r) = hr; rj0inti =
3
33=43=2
e 
2(r2=3+r
2
=4);  =
p
!md; (E.11)
while the excited eigenstates with energy m!, m 2 N, are degenerate with degree of
degeneracy gm = (m+ 1)(m+ 2)=2 and wavefunctions
'
mx;my ;mz
int (r; r) =
'0int(r; r)p
2mmx!my!mz!
Hmx(
p
2=3rx)Hmy(
p
2=3ry)Hmz(
p
2=3rz);
m = mx +my +mz: (E.12)
Inserting the above expression in eq. (E.9) for the form factors, and squaring, we end
up with
jh~0intj~mintij2 =
(3=4)m
mx!my!mz!
(x=)
2mx(y=)
2my(z=)
2mze 3(
2
x+
2
y+
2
z)+=4
2
; (E.13)
where x = 2(kx + qx)=3, z = 2(kz + qz)=3, y = 2(qy 
p
2N eB)=3. On the other hand,
the energy of the excited sates m! becomes rapidly relativistic, since !  md. Therefore,
in an eective manner, the combination jh~0intj~mintij2=E2N ;m in the integrand of eq. (3.4a)
scales rapidly as
jh~0intj~mintij2=E2N ;m 
(3=4)m
mx!my!mz!m2!2
(x=)
2mx(y=)
2my(z=)
2mze 3(
2
x+
2
y+
2
z)+=4
2
:
(E.14)
In the rst place, we note from eqs. (E.13) and (E.14) that the combination
jh~0intj~mintij2=E2N ;m suppresses exponentially the integrand of the momentum integrals in
eq. (3.4a) for all m. It provides this way an eective cuto at q; k;
p
2N eB    md,
which makes the integrals convergent. Second, the form factor of the excited state m pro-
vides a factor which scales as  (k2+q2+2N eB)m=m2md , which is a relativistic correction 8
m  1 that lies beyond the non-relativistic approximation assumed for the internal hadron
dynamics. Therefore, the contribution of all the excited states must be discarded by con-
sistency. Nonetheless, one must bear in mind that their contribution would be just one
order higher than the leading order nonrelativistic terms included in eq. (3.5a). With this
proviso, we are just left with the contribution of the internal nucleon ground state whose
form factor reads
h0intjei(2=3)[r(k+q)+r
y
(
p
2N eB ky)]j0inti =
Z
d3r
Z
d3re
i(2=3)[r(k+q)+ry(
p
2N eB ky)]
 
6
(
p
3)3
e 
2(2r2=3+r
2
=2) = e [(kx+qx)
2+(kz+qz)2+q2y+2N eB]=62eqy
p
2N eB=32 : (E.15)
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Substituting this formula into eq. (E.8) we end up with
(1=2)ei(py+qy)(y y
0)e (
2
e+
+(0)2
e+
)=2HN (e+)HN (0e+)e
 [(kx+qx)2+(kz+qz)2+q2y+2N eB]=32
 (k + q)
"
e 2qy
p
2N eB=32
(E+N )2
+
1
E+NE N
#
;
where it is assumed that
p
2N eB takes both positive and negative values.
F Magnetic nature of the proton kinetic energy
In this appendix we demonstrate in detail the assertions made in section 3.2 regarding
the magnetic nature of the proton kinetic energy as well as its origin as a Doppler-shift
correction to the EW self-interaction.
Let us consider rst the variation of the total energy of the proton with respect to
variations of the magnetic eld strength, B, at certain value of the eld B,
hH=BiB = h[H0 +W ]=BiB = h[Hpmag +Hnmag +Hemag]=BiB;
where the total Hamiltonian is evaluated in the state of the system at a certain value of
the eld B, which is denoted by iB. Taking into account that B is an adiabatic parameter,
B can be factored out of the expectation values of the above equation,
hH=BiB = h[Hpmag +Hnmag +Hemag]=BiB = 
*X

HD +W + T
+
B
=B: (F.1)
Next, we will show that the variation of the kinetic energy of the proton is indeed part of
the variation of the magnetic energy, since it is one of the terms within hW iB=B. That
is, we will prove that
hPN i2B
2mpB
is part of hW iB=B; which is part of hH=BiB=
*

 
Hpmag+Hnmag+H
e
mag

B
+
B
;
from which it holds that
hPN i2B
2mpB
is part of



 
Hpmag +H
n
mag +H
e
mag

=B

B
: (F.2)
Here hPN iB is the momentum of the proton at magnetic eld B, computed according
to eq. (3.3), which is linear in B. Let us start with the expression for hW iB0 at a quasi-
stationary eld B(t0)  B0 = B+B whose diagrammatic representation is that of gure 2,
at O(W 2),
hW iB0 = B0h~j~UyB0(t0)W ~UB0(t0)j~iB0
=  G
2
F
2
Re
Z
d3Rd3R0 B0h~jJh (R; ~r)J l(~r)
1
H0   Ep0
J ly (~r
0)jJyh (R0; ~r0)j~iB0 ; (F.3)
where j~iB0 = j
liB0
j0inti

0; 1; hPN iB+0; 1; hPN iBpB0=2LpEp0 is the normalized
state of the system in a magnetic eld B0, with momentum hPN iB along B, and Ep0 incorpo-
rates its kinetic energy jhPN iBj2=2mp. Denoting by R the center of mass vector of the pro-
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Figure 2. Diagrammatic representation of hW iB0 for a quasi-stationary magnetic eld B0, accord-
ing to eq. (F.3). The calculation is performed in the adiabatic limit, where the initial time is taken
to  1 according to eq. (C.4), and the operator W , represented with a blue circle, applies at the
observation time t0.
ton, we can write instead, j~iB0 = j
liB0
j0inti
eihPN iBR
j0; 1; 0i+j0; 1; 0ip
B0=2L
p
Ep0 .
Note also that B0 and B dier by B. This will allow us to identify hW iB from the re-
lationship hW iB0 = hW iB + hW iB. In appendix E we computed the energy factor EN ;m
starting with the expression in eq. (E.3). In the present case, that equation must incorpo-
rate the factor e ihPN iBR of B0h~j on the left, and eihPN iBR0 on the right of the integrand,Z
dxdzdpxdpz
(2)2
h0intjeiR(p+k+q hPN iB) ikyRyei(2=3)[r(k+q) kyr
y
]e 
2
e+
=2HN (e+)
 cos (2ry
p
2N eB=3)jminti
1
EeN + Eq + E
n
S(p)  Ep0 +HNint(p; p)
hmintje 
02
e+
=2HN (0e+)
 cos (2ry
p
2N eB=3)e iR0(p+k+q+hPN iB)+ikyR0ye i(2=3)[r(k+q) kyry]j0inti: (F.4)
In contrast to eq. (E.3), the integration in z of eq. (F.4) yields now 2(pz+qz+kz hPN iB),
from which the energy factor of eq. (E.7) picks up an additional term,
EN ;m ! EN ;m   (k + q)  hPN iB=mp:
The additional term is the energy associated to the Doppler shift of the virtual positrons
and neutrinos which interact with the proton in motion. Following steps analogous to those
in appendix E, eq. (F.4) can be written as
ei(py+qy)(y y0)e (
2
e+
+(0)2
e+
)=2HN (e+)HN (0e+)
h~0intj~minti2
EN ;m   (k + q)  hPN iB=mp : (F.5)
Finally, expanding the above equation up to leading order in (k + q)  hPN iB=mpEN ;m,
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eq. (F.5) is approximately equal to
ei(py+qy)(y y
0)e (
2
e+
+(0)2
e+
)=2HN (e+)HN (0e+)
h~0intj~minti2
"
1
EN ;m +
(k+q)hPN iB=mp
E2N ;m
#
:
(F.6)
The rst term does not depend on the proton momentum, whereas the second term is ex-
actly eq. (E.10) found in appendix E for the Casimir momentum times hPN iB=mp. Putting
all these results together, eq. (F.3) yields, up to terms of order (k + q)  hPN iB=mpEN ;m
in the integrand,
hW iB0 =  G
2
F
2
Re
Z
d3Rd3R0 B0hjJh (R; ~r)J l(~r)
1
H0   Ep0
Jy (~r
0)Jyh (R
0; ~r0)jiB0
  G
2
F
2
Re
Z
d3Rd3R0 B0hjJh (R; ~r)J l(~r)
(Ke + Q)  hPN iB=mp
[H0   Ep0 ]2
Jy (~r
0)Jyh (R
0; ~r0)jiB0 ;
(F.7)
where jiB0 = j
liB0 
 j0inti 

0; 1; 0 + 0; 1; 0p
B0=2L
p
Ep0 is here the state of the
system in a magnetic eld B0, where the proton presents zero momentum along B. The
rst term of eq. (F.7) is the leading order EW self-energy of a proton in the presence
of a constant and uniform magnetic eld B0, while the second term is the leading order
Doppler-shift correction. By direct comparison with eq. (3.3), the second term is readily
identiable with  hKe+ + QiB0  hPN iB=mp. As argued in section 3.1, conservation of
total momentum along B0 implies  hKe+ + QiB0 = hPN iB0 . Lastly, since B0 = B + B,
we can write the nucleon momentum at B0 as hPN iB0 = hPN iB + hPN iB, from which we
obtain that
hPN iB0  hPN iB
mp
=
hPN i2B
mp
+
hPN iB  hPN iB
mp
is part of hW iB0 = hW iB + hW iB: (F.8)
Identifying hPN iB  hPN iB=mp as part of hW iB in eq. (F.8), we conclude the proof of
the relationship (F.2) and conrm the assertions in section 3.2.
G Some integrals and sums of innite series
The integrals in eq. (3.4a) involve a number of technical issues. Here we summarize the
most relevant ones.
As for the integrals involving IN functions, the following identities hold.Z 1
 1
dydy0
Z 1
 1
dpydkx
(2)2
eipy(y y
0)IN (y)IN (y0)IN 0(e+)IN 0(0e+) = eB=2;Z 1
 1
dydy0
Z 1
 1
dpydkx
2(2)2
eipy(y y
0)kx
p
2N eBI0(y)I0(y0)[IN (e+)IN 1(0e+)
+ IN (0e+)IN 1(e+)] = N e2B2=:
Regarding the sums over innite series, considering that eB  m2d and that the range
of kz for which the integrands yield relevant contributions to the momentum integrals is
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such that jkzj / md, we perform the passage to the continuum by means of the following
substitutions,
E2NB  2N eB;
1X
N=0
f(ENB)!
Z 1
0
ENBdENB
eB
f(ENB); for any function f of ENB:
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